Question for oral answer O-000075/2017

to the Commission

Rule 128


Subject: Neutrality of airline reservation systems (GDS) and restriction of access to flight information

As of 1 September 2015, one airline group has added a distribution cost charge (DCC) of EUR 16 on tickets purchased through global distribution systems (GDS). The DCC does not apply when tickets are purchased via a reservation system controlled by this airline group. In addition, other airlines have already announced their intention to follow suit, and many others are considering doing so.

The Commission has already received four complaints against the introduction of the DCC in parallel with the launch of the airline’s platform.

Similarly, third country carriers have introduced measures which hamper the ability of price comparison sites based in Europe to display flight information and prices. This limits the exposure of third countries’ airlines to competition.

Both initiatives jeopardise European consumers’ ability to make informed choices. Indeed, they reduce the options available for price comparison, flight information and the booking of connections with multiple airlines. In the end, consumers will pay higher prices for a limited number of air connections.

1. Is the Commission aware that the newly established computerised reservation systems (CRSs) and the unbiased CRS are both regulated under Regulation (EC) No 80/2009?

2. Does the Commission agree that this surcharge undermines passengers’ rights to freely compare and use different distribution channels and is the Commission planning to take action?

3. Will the Commission take action against third country airlines that engage in such activities?

Tabled: 27.9.2017
Forwarded: 29.9.2017
Deadline for reply: 6.10.2017
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